Abstract This study suggests methods of defense against low-level high-bandwidth DDoS attacks by adding a solution with a time limit factor (TLF) to an existing high-bandwidth DDoS defense system. Low-level DDoS attacks cause faults to the service requests of normal users by acting as a normal service connection and continuously positioning the connected session. Considering this, the proposed method makes it possible for users to show a down-related session by considering it as a low-level DDoS attack if the abnormal flow is detected after checking the amount of traffic. However, the service might be blocked when misjudging a low-level DDoS attack in the case of a communication fault resulting from a network fault, even with a normal connection status. Thus, we made it possible to reaccess the related information through a certain period of blocking instead of a drop through blacklist. In a test of the system, it was unable to block the session because it recognized sessions that are simply connected with a low-level DDoS attack as a normal communication.
서론
2]과 같 이 테스트 하였다. 
Number of
communication packets Client Total number of packets Communication request 3 EA 3 EA USER Input 2 EA 5 EA PASSWD Input 2 EA 7 EA DIR Input 2 EA 9 EA CD Command Input 1 EA 10 EA
